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Keeping track of scores, based on selection from dropdowns
 
This example looks at how to track scores, depending on the selection the user makes from each of the dropdowns.
 
The key aspect is to set up the dropdowns with a display value (eg "Outstanding"), but also a bound value (eg "5"). This
way the users sees the a description, whereas behind the scenes the value of the dropdown is a number that can be
added. 
The dropdowns have specified values in the Object > Binding palette. "Outstanding" = 5 working down to "Select an option" = 0. 
 
The scores for each dropdown are optional, as you could just add the rawValues of the dropdowns to get the total score. 
 
Each associated dropdown and score has the same name and global binding (Object > Binding palette), so don't require a script. 
 
The score numericFields have a display pattern, which include the marks available. 
The summary bars use the width method, where the width of the bar is determined by the number of times an option is chosen. 
 
This happens in the calculate event of a hidden numericField. 
Script in the calculate event of the Total Score field (FormCalc):
 
// adds the values of the dropdowns
$ = Sum(assessmentA[0], assessmentB[0], assessmentC[0], assessmentD[0], assessmentE[0], assessmentF[0]) 
 
 
 
Script in the calculate event of the hidden summary bar (JavaScript): 
 
// calculate length of scoring bar
var vScore = 0; 
if (assessmentA.rawValue == 5) { vScore = vScore + 1; }
if (assessmentB.rawValue == 5) { vScore = vScore + 1; }
if (assessmentC.rawValue == 5) { vScore = vScore + 1; }
if (assessmentD.rawValue == 5) { vScore = vScore + 1; }
if (assessmentE.rawValue == 5) { vScore = vScore + 1; }
if (assessmentF.rawValue == 5) { vScore = vScore + 1; }
 
// set length of scoring bar
var vWidth = (vScore/6) * 2.375; // width of the subform
outstandingScore.bar.w = vWidth + "in";
outstandingScore.bar.x = "0in"; // relative to the subform
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